Steelcase Flex Perch Stool
Stools + Poufs

Steelcase Flex Perch offers a quick place
to sit – while staying fully engaged in
mind, body and collaboration. It’s part
of the Steelcase Flex collection made
for dynamic teams. Space-saving and
sustainability forward, this stool makes
room for new possibilities.

Key Benefits
Just when you need it
When it isn’t busy working the room, Steelcase Flex Perch saves
space in style. Nest any number of these stools in a compact row,
and fan them out across the room right when people want them for
a quick think or sharing session. Super lightweight, with glides that
work on hard floors and carpet, Steelcase Flex Perch transforms a
space to suit the team’s needs in seconds.
Good for you and your team
Movement matters to well-being at work. Neither standing still nor
sitting down for long periods of time is ideal. As you move through
your day, Steelcase Flex Perch offers something in between:
a transitional leaning stance that relieves pressure, engages the
core, promotes healthy posture and keeps you in good proximity to
others in the room.
Taking recycling forward
Through a partnership with BASF, Steelcase Flex Perch is the
first furniture product globally that reduces the use of fossil
resources through Ccycling™. This innovation in sustainability
transforms post-consumer waste from electronics production,
once impossible to recycle into like-new raw material needed
for high-quality products – reducing waste and reliance on fossil
resources associated with carbon emissions.

Surface Materials

Availability + Manufacturing
Steelcase Flex Perch Stool is manufactured in the United States in
collaboration with BASF, and is available in EMEA (Europe, Middle
East, and Africa), Asia Pacific, and the Americas.

Merle MG
Fog 6BE3
Saffron 6BD7
Light Peacock 6BE2
Baltic 6BE4
The colors are indicative and may vary slightly from the actual material.

Dimensions

Additional Product Materials
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Stool weight:

3.9 kg

Stool height:

714 mm

Seat depth:

232 mm

Seat width:

448 mm
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One stool height
Available singly or in packs of four
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